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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

• New Training Course
A new web-based training course is now available from Mainframe Software Education:
Smart/RESTART: Restarting Db2 Applications and Resolving Application Performance Issues 200
(06RAI20040)
This 30-minute course explains how to:

• Restart Db2 applications with or without code changes
• Restart Db2 applications after making changes to resolve an application performance issue

Training Access
Web-based training is available at no charge to customers who are on active maintenance. For information about
accessing Broadcom web-based training, see Mainframe Software Education and also view our course catalog. If
you would like to share your ideas for Broadcom mainframe product training, subscribe to the Mainframe Education
Community, where we share calls for input.

• Mainframe Community: Learn, connect, and share knowledge and experiences with other users by joining the
Broadcom Mainframe Software Community.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV FIle
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information and access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about the security or
integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this Broadcom Support
article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: April, June, and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Prague, Czech Republic (April 18-20), in Plano,
Texas (June 13-15), and virtually on October 3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who will share the latest
technical education and product demos and respond to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational
events are a great way to network with peers and experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented
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in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of
End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM installed, we
recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see the IBM
documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
This section includes the new features for this release of TASKLIB+.

TASKLIB+ is a TSO command processor. The TASKLIB command allows you to establish additional search levels for
TSO/E to use when searching for commands and programs.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• TASKLIB+
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• RAI
• RAI Server
• REXX Language Xtensions RLX
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
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Introduction
This documentation describes the TASKLIB TSO command processor, including its functions, installation, and usage.

The TASKLIB command allows you to establish additional search levels for TSO/E to use when searching for commands
and programs. With TASKLIB, you specify load module libraries containing executable command processors and
programs which can replace the current STEPLIB or ISPLLIB concatenation. The TASKLIB command allows for the
stacking of task libraries. You can place new load libraries BEFORE or AFTER the existing STEPLIB or ISPLLIB
concatenations, or REPLACE them altogether.

The TASKLIB command can be executed at the TSO READY prompt or from within ISPF. TASKLIB does not
require modifications to the TSO Terminal Monitor Program (TMP) or to a TSO TMP front end.

You can activate and deactivate additional task libraries without leaving your TSO/ISPF session, which allows flexible
access to different versions of commands and programs, reduces access time, and simplifies the management of TSO
user IDs and LOGON procedures.

When used with the ACTIVATE parameter, the TASKLIB command allows you to change existing task libraries. The
new load module libraries may replace or be placed before or after exiting task libraries. Before a new task library is
activated, TASKLIB removes all duplicate data sets from the new task library concatenation. Removing duplicate data sets
from the new task library concatenation helps you prevent errors and shortens the search path that improves the system
performance.

The TASKLIB command with the DEACTIVATE parameter removes load module libraries from the search order and
reestablishes the previous search order. The RESET keyword restores the search order to its original state (before the
first invocation of the TASKLIB command), thus purging the task library stack created by TASKLIB.

The TASKLIB command supports stacking multiple requests for load module libraries. A new request becomes the
active one but the previous requests remain stacked for later use. Every deactivation of the currently active request
automatically reactivates the previously stacked TASKLIB concatenation. Support of stacking multiple requests for load
module libraries lets you quickly vary your library search order without having to enter lengthy command strings. Support
of stacking multiple requests also lessens the possibility of making an error.

Stacked task libraries remain open and cannot be de-allocated until they are deactivated.

The DISPLAY parameter of the TASKLIB command shows the currently active and stacked task libraries. When the
TASKS keyword is used, the TCB Tree that is associated with the current TSO/ISPF session displays. The DDNAME of
the active task library is shown next to the TSO task where it is active. Various flags indicate the state of the current TSO/
ISPF session. The data and program storage display can assist you in selecting the correct LOGON region size that a
TSO/ISPF session needs.

The APF keyword of the ACTIVATE parameter allows authorized users to temporarily APF-authorize an activated task
library. Then the execution of authorized TSO Command Processors from these libraries becomes possible — even if
some of the data sets in the TASKLIB concatenation are not APF-authorized.

The ISPF parameter of TASKLIB lets you invoke the ISPF SELECT service and propagate a previously established
LIBDEF ISPLLIB library to the level of ISPTASK. In this case, TASKLIB is used as a front-end and back-end processor for
the ISPF SELECT service. TASKLIB propagates the private load module library that is established by a previous LIBDEF
request to the level of ISPLLIB before invoking the target SELECT command. Once the ISPF SELECT service completes
its execution, the newly established task library is removed. This invocation method affords the following benefits:

• Automatic execution of ACTIVATE and DEACTIVATE commands occurs at the level of an individual ISPF logical
screen. Other logical screens are not affected because they use their own task libraries.

• The possibility of errors is mitigated since ACTIVATE and DEACTIVATE are issued automatically.
• Recursive invocation of the TASKLIB command is possible to allow ISPF applications to be automatically stacked and

un-stacked.
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These benefits make TASKLIB a complete solution for managing task libraries dynamically in the TSO/ISPF environment
— at the STEPLIB or ISPF logical screen level.

Supported Environment
TASKLIB runs in TSO address spaces, in either foreground or batch mode. The TASKLIB command operates within ISPF
as well as at the TSO READY prompt.

TASKLIB supports all versions of TSO/E, ISPF, and z/OS for which IBM support defines the status as “current”.

How to Read the Syntax Diagrams
The following rules apply to the syntax diagrams used in this publication. Read a syntax diagram from left to right, from top
to bottom, following the line path.

The >---  symbol indicates that a statement is continued from the previous line.

The ---><  symbol indicates the end of a statement.

Diagrams of syntactical units other than complete statements start with the >--- symbol and end with the ---> symbol.

• Required items appear on the horizontal line (the main path):
>>__required_item__________________________________><

• Optional items appear below the main path:
>>__required_item__________________________________><

                    |_optional_item_|

• If you can choose from two or more items, they appear vertically, in a stack. If you must choose one of the items, one
item of the stack appears on the main path:
>>__required_item___required_choice1_______________><

                    |_required_choice2_|

• If choosing one of the items is optional, the entire stack appears below the main path:
>>__required_item__ __________________ ___________><

                   |_optional_choice1_|

                   |_optional_choice2_|

• If one of the items is the default, it appears above the main path and the remaining choices are shown in the following
example:
                    _default_choice__ 

>>__required_item__|_________________|____________><

                   |_optional_choice_|

                   |_optional_choice_|

• An arrow returning to the left, above the main line, indicates an item that can be repeated:
                      <_________________ 

   >>__required_item____repeatable_item_|_____________><

• A repeat arrow above a stack indicates that you can repeat the items in the stack. You may separate items in a group
by commas or blanks:
                   <_,_______________ 

>>__required_item____repeatable_item_|_____________><

• Keywords appear in uppercase, for example, DATASET. They must be spelled exactly as shown. Variables appear in
all lowercase letters, for example, dataset. They represent user-supplied names or values.

• If punctuation marks, parentheses, arithmetic operators, or other such symbols are shown, you must enter them as
part of the syntax.
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Installing
This article describes the TASKLIB+ installation process.

Pre-installation Requirements

• The TASKLIB+ libraries require approximately four tracks of 3390 DASD in total.
• The installer must have authority to execute MVS system commands (such as MODIFY LLA,REFRESH) and be

authorized to modify the SYS1.PARMLIB data set.

Libraries

The following TASKLIB+ libraries are installed during the SMP/E process:

• CRAIDBRM: Db2 database request modules
• CRAIEXEC: REXX Execs
• CRAIJCL: Release notes, installation JCL, and JCL to build and run sample applications
• CRAILRAI: The extended base load library, which includes the IRX REXX initialization modules, and the TASKLIB and

STEPLIB command processor load modules
• CRAILOAD: The base load library, which also includes an RAI PC sub-function to be loaded by CCS
• CRAIMAC: Macro library
• CRAIMSG: ISPF message library
• CRAIPNL: ISPF panel library
• CRAIPROC: JCL procedures
• CRAISAMP: Sample data for IVPs, assembler, C/C++, PL/1 program sources, and DBD gen for a sample IMS

database
• CRAISKL: ISPF file tailoring skeleton library
• CRAISQL: Db2 DDL files
• CRAIOPTN: Various product customization and runtime options and parameters
• CRAIHELP: ISPF help library

Installation Summary

Use standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices to install and maintain mainframe z/OS products. The
installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire the products
and make them ready for use in a production environment. 

The installation process includes the following tasks:

1. If Common Components and Services (CCS) is not already available, install CCS. For more information, see the CCS
documentation.

2. Install the RAI products pax file. For the installation and configuration information, see the Smart/RESTART, RLX, and
TASKLIB+ Installation documentation. After you complete the installation, return to this topic to complete the TASKLIB
+ configuration.

3. Copy the TASKLIB+ load module from the CRAILOAD library into one of the data sets in the LINKLIST concatenation
of your site.
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Copy the TASKLIB Load Module into LINKLIST
This article describes how you copy the TASKLIB load module into LINKLIST.

The TASKLIB command processor must reside in one of the libraries that are specified in the LINKLIST concatenation of
your site. You can accomplish this procedure using one of the following methods:

• Add the CRAILOAD library to the LINKLIST concatenation by specifying it in the PROGxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB,
with control statements defined as follows:
. . .

APF ADD DSNAME(hlq.R201.CRAILOAD)  VOLUME(volser)  

. . .

LNKLST ADD NAME(LNKLST00) DSN(hlq.R201.CRAILOAD) VOLUME(volser). . .

NOTE
This example assumes that the high-level qualifiers for the CRAILOAD data set are the recommended value
of hlq.R201. Also, volser should specify the name of the DASD volume on which the CRAILOAD library is
allocated.

• Alternatively, you can copy the TASKLIB load module into one of your existing LINKLIST libraries. Then you issue the
following MVS command to make the TASKLIB command accessible for use:
MODIFY LLA,REFRESH

Install TASKLIB TSO/E Help (Optional)
To make TSO/E online help available for the TASKLIB command, copy the TASKLIB member from the CRAIHELP library
into one of the TSO/E help libraries that are allocated to the SYSHELP DDNAME in your TSO LOGON procedures.
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The Search Order for Load Modules
For efficient use of the TASKLIB command, you must be aware of the search order for load modules and program objects,
its variations through the TASKLIB command, and further variations by programs. For example, programs such as ISPF
establish their own task libraries.

This section explains the standard search order and the extended range of search with TASKLIB.

The Standard Search Order
Without the TASKLIB command, TSO/E searches for a program or command processor in the following sequence:

1. The Job Pack Queue Area (JPQA) contains all load modules already resident in the TSO address space.
2. MVS Contents Supervision macros (such as ATTACH, LINK, LOAD, and XCTL) allow the specification of private

libraries to be used as the search target for command processors and load modules.
For example, ISPF provides the LIBDEF service to establish such a directed search order.
If a private library is not used, then the remaining items in the following sequence are searched.

3. The control program searches any task library that is established by an ATTACH macro when a new subtask is
created.
Within the chain of TCBs (Task Control Blocks) starting from the Job Step TCB (JSTCB) and ending with the TCB of
the current task, all task libraries of the parent TCBs are searched from the lowest level TCB to the Job Step TCB.

4. The step library and job library — a set of libraries that are specified on the STEPLIB or JOBLIB DD statements of the
TSO LOGON procedure.

5. The Link Pack Area (LPA) libraries that are defined in the SYS1.PARMLIB member LPALSTnn.
6. The Link List (LINKLIST) concatenation of libraries that are specified in the SYS1.PARMLIB member LNKLSTnn.

You should also be aware of two additional factors that can modify the standard search order that takes place before step
1:

• SVC Screening, as used by the TSO TEST command and some other vendor products, can modify the standard
search order.
SVC screening allows an APF-authorized program to intercept Supervisor Calls (SVCs) and perform custom
processing that affects the search order. SVC screening functions at the task (TCB) level only. SVC screening
may alter the processing of the Content Supervisor macros: ATTACH, LINK, LOAD, XCTL, and DELETE. As a
consequence, the effect of the TASKLIB command might be masked by SVC screening.

• SVC Hooking allows SVC calls to be intercepted on a system-wide level, for all address spaces and all tasks.
Some program products can use this method. An SVC Hook obtains control after any SVC Screen completes its
processing. An SVC Hook can also modify the search order by locating load modules in a special set of libraries.

The TASKLIB command, in contrast to SVC Screening and SVC Hooking, modifies step 3 (as described previously) of the
standard search order by establishing new task libraries for a specific TSO subtask.

Extending the Range of a Search with TASKLIB
With the first invocation of TASKLIB, you activate an additional search level and specify a set of load module libraries. The
specified libraries serve as a task library for further command processor and program invocations.

Once a new task library is established using the TASKLIB command, the system starts searching that task library for
programs and command processors (should it not locate these modules in the Job Pack Queue Area). If the system finds
the command processor or program in the newly activated task library, the system executes it. Otherwise, the system
follows the standard search order as previously described.

The extended search order remains intact until one of the following events occurs:
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• You reset the additional search level.
The system uses the standard search order (DEACTIVATE RESET).

• You deactivate the additional search level.
If you did not stack any previous requests, the system resumes the use of the standard search order. If a request has
been stacked, the previously stacked request becomes active (DEACTIVATE).

• You log off from the session.
• After a new logon, the system uses the standard search order.
• You invoke an application, for example, ISPF, that places its own task libraries on top of the search order that is

established by TASKLIB.
• When that application completes, the search order TASKLIB that is set up previously again becomes the top of the

search chain.
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Authorized Commands and Programs
A load module library that the TASKLIB command activates can contain unauthorized and authorized commands and
programs. In order for authorized commands and programs to be executed in the TSO environment, they must:

• Be link-edited with an authorization code of 1 – AC(1).
• Reside in an APF-authorized library. All data sets allocated to the DDNAME that are activated by TASKLIB should be

APF-authorized libraries. If they are not, the APF keyword of TASKLIB ACTIVATE parameter can be used to force the
activated task library to be APF-authorized.

• Be listed in the AUTHCMD, AUTHPGM, or AUTHTSF statements of the IKJTSOxx member of PARMLIB.

Applications like ISPF allocate their own task libraries (in this case ISPLLIB) to be on top of the search order
that TASKLIB sets up. The ISPF task libraries are active at the level of the ISPF tasks ISPMAIN and ISPTASK. However,
certain mechanisms allow you to bypass this search order and have TSO/E call programs directly instead.

For example:

• The TSO/E service facility in an isolated environment
• The TSOEXEC command of TSO/E
• Authorized commands and programs

With these call mechanisms, the search order that is set up by TASKLIB at LEVEL(1) is used — the level of the IKJEFT01
task.

Access Permission to Libraries
You can govern access to the libraries that are established by a TASKLIB command and to the libraries that are allocated
by a TSO LOGON procedure. To define the access permissions to the libraries, you can use security products that are
installed on your site, for example, RACF, Top Secret, or ACF2. Security issues are external to the installation and usage
of the TASKLIB command.
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Command Usage
The TASKLIB command can be executed at the TSO READY prompt or from within ISPF, in either foreground or batch
modes. TASKLIB does not require any modifications to the TSO Terminal Monitor Program (TMP) or to a TSO TMP front
end.

The requested extension of the search order becomes effective immediately after the TASKLIB command completes
successfully. However, commands and programs that are loaded in the JPQA are located before the newly established
task libraries are searched.

For more information, see Command Examples.

Stacking and Positioning Load Module Library Requests
Requests to activate load module libraries in the search chain are always stacked. Stacking allows you to establish a
baseline set of task libraries and stack those task libraries that are necessary for a specific TSO/ISPF application on top
of the base. After the application terminates, the stacked task libraries are removed and the previous task libraries are
exposed.

The first execution of the TASKLIB command removes the task libraries that were previously allocated in the TSO LOGON
procedure. The TASKLIB command supports POSITION(BEFORE) , POSITION(AFTER) , and POSITION(REPLACE)
modes. Accordingly, TASKLIB can concatenate a new task library before or after a previously established task library, or
replace it altogether. TASKLIB keeps track of the library concatenation order and de-concatenates libraries in the same
order when a TASKLIB DEACTIVATE request is issued.

The ISPF Application Environment
This section discusses the ISPF application environment and describes the role TASKLIB plays in supporting it. The
scope of this discussion is limited to ISPEXEC SELECT service requests that are issued by a REXX exec or TSO CLIST.
ISPF establishes a new level of task libraries that TASKLIB can manage when the ISPF SELECT service is invoked.

When a SELECT CMD(…) request that references a REXX exec or TSO CLIST is executed, ISPF attaches the EXEC
command processor and passes a new task library, provided two conditions are met:

• The exec requesting the SELECT CMD(…) service has issued a preceding LIBDEF ISPLLIB command.
• The NEWAPPL(xxxx) and PASSLIB parameters are specified on the SELECT service.

This form of the ISPF SELECT service requires no TASKLIB assistance since the target command executes under the
TCB that already has an active task library that is established by the LIBDEF ISPLLIB service.

However, in the case of SELECT PGM(program-name) , no new task and TCB are created, so no task library can be
passed. ISPF can SELECT the target program by issuing a LINK that references the private library which is established
with a LIBDEF ISPLLIB request. If the target program subsequently issues Contents Supervision macros (such as LINK,
LOAD, ATTACH, DELETE, or XCTL), but does not specify the DCB of a private library, then the system may not find
the referenced load module or program object. For more information, see the User Link Libraries section of the LIBDEF
documentation in the ISPF Services Guide (IBM publication SC34-4819).

The ISPF parameter of the TASKLIB command is designed to address this problem and allow the target program to issue
ATTACH, DELETE, LINK, LOAD, and XCTL requests without restriction. The ISPF operand of the TASKLIB command
should specify the text of the SELECT PGM(program) service that is used to start the application, as in the following
example:

Address ISPEXEC

“LIBDEF ISPLLIB DATASET ID(library) STACK”                            (1)
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 “SELECT CMD(TASKLIB ISPF(‘SELECT PGM(mypgm) PARM(someparm)           (2)

NEWAPPL(appl) PASSLIB’) POSITION(BEFORE)”

LIBDEF ISPLLIB                                                        (3)

(1) The LIBDEF service establishes a new user link library.

(2) TASKLIB, when invoked with the ISPF parameter, locates the library that is established by the preceding LIBDEF
service. The POSITION(BEFORE) parameter directs TASKLIB to add the user link library that is established by the
LIBDEF command to the front of the task library concatenation that is associated with the current ISPTASK TCB under
which the SELECTed program executes. As such, the user link library that is identified by the LIBDEF ISPLLIB service
is searched for all Contents Supervision requests that are issued by the selected program. Once the program that is
invoked using the ISPF SELECT service terminates, TASKLIB receives control and removes the library from the task
library search order.

(3) This LIBDEF removes the library as an ISPF user link library.

This process can be recursive, so that each new TASKLIB invocation stacks the current task library and establishes a new
one. When a recursion level is exited, the prior task library is automatically reestablished.

This schema works on the level of an individual ISPF logical screen task (ISPTASK) and does not affect other logical
screen tasks whose task library concatenations may be different.

The TASKLIB ISPF service can also be used to display an ISPF selection menu when propagation of LIBDEF task
libraries is similarly required, as when an ISPF menu selection resolves to PGM(program-name) , and program-name
in turn issues ATTACH, DELETE, LINK, LOAD, and/or XCTL macros.

Example: The syntax of the ISPF SELECT command

   ISPEXEC  SELECT { PANEL(panel-name)    [ADDPOP]                 }

                   {                      [OPT(option)]            }

                   {                                               }

                   { CMD(command)  [LANG(APL|CREX)]                }

                   {               [MODE(LINE|FSCR)]               }

                   {               [BARRIER]                       }

                   {               [NEST]                          }

                   {                                               }

                   { PGM(program-name)  [PARM(parameters)]         }

                   {                    [MODE(LINE|FSCR)]          }

                   { WSCMD(workstation-command)                    }

                   {                       [MODAL|MODELESS]        }

                   {                       [WSDIR(dir)]            }

                   {                       [MAX|MIN]               }

                   {                       [VIS|INVIS]             }

                   { WSCMDV(var_name)                              }

                   {                       [MODAL|MODELESS]        }

                   {                       [WSDIR(dir)]            }

                   {                       [MAX|MIN]               }

                   {                       [VIS|INVIS]             }

                   [NEWAPPL[(application-id)] [PASSLIB]]|[NEWPOOL]

                   [SUSPEND]

                   [SCRNAME(screen_name)]
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TASKLIB Command
This section presents the syntax of the TASKLIB command, and describes the command parameters, usage, and return
codes.

TASKLIB command syntax:

                                                                       

 >>---TASKLIB------------------------------------------------------->   

                                                                      

 >-.--.-ACTIVATE.----.--.-DATASET( dslist )-.-.--.---.-.---.-.---.-->   

   |  |_ACT_____|    |  |_DSNAME ( dslist )_| |  -(a)- -(b)- -(c)- |    

   |                 |  |_DA     ( dslist )_| |                    |    

   |                 |                        |                    |    

   |                 |                        |                    |    

   |                 ;--.-FILE   ( ddname )---|                    |    

   |                    |-FI     ( ddname )---|                    |    

   |                    |-DD     ( ddname )---|                    |    

   |                    |-DDNAME ( ddname )---|                    |    

   |                    '-LIBRARY( ddname )---'                    |    

   |                                                               |    

   |--.-DEACTIVATE.--.-------.-------------------------------------|    

   |  |_DEACT_____|  |_RESET_|                                     |    

   |  |_DEA_______|                                                |    

   |                                                               |    

   |--.-ISPFSRV.(select_stmt)--.--------------.--.-----.-.-----.---|    

   |  |_ISPF___|               |_REXXPRM(rpm)_|  |_(a)_| |_(c)_|   |

   |                                                               |

   |                                                               |

   .--.-DISPLAY.---.-------.---------------------------------------.    

      |_DISP___|   |_TASKS_|                                             

      |_DIS____|                                                         

                                                                            

>-------.--------.---.-------.-------------------------------------->>

        |_QUIET__|   |_DEBUG_|                       

                     |_DEB___|                                              

Where:

                                                                          

    (a)   >-.-POSITION-.-(-.-REPLACE-.-)------->                                

            |_POS______|   |_BEFORE__|                                      

                           |_AFTER___|                                      

    (b)   >--.LEVEL(-.-1-.-)------------------->                                

            |_LVL_|  |_2_|                                                  

                     |_3_|                                                  

                     |_4_|                                                  

                                                                            

    (c)   >---APF(-.-ASIS-.-)------------------>                                
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                   |__NO__|                                                 

                   |_COND_|                                                 

                   |_YES__|                                                 

Defaults:

• If neither ACTIVATE nor DEACTIVATE is specified, DISPLAY is assumed.
• When the ACTIVATE command is issued, POS(REPLACE) is the default.
• For ISPFSRV function, LEVEL(4) is forced.

Command Parameters
This article describes the command parameters for TASKIB.

ACTIVATE |

ACT

The command indicates that you want to establish a new set of task libraries to modify the standard search order.

DATASET(dsname{,dsname, ... })     |

DSNAME(dsname{,dsname, ... })     |

DA(dsname{,dsname, ... })     

The command is used only with the ACTIVATE parameter. The command specifies the data set name of a load module
library to be activated (or a list of data set names). The number of libraries has no limits that can be specified in the data
set list other than the limit that is imposed by the DYNAMNBR parameter of the JCL EXEC statement of the TSO LOGON
procedure. The data sets must be cataloged partitioned data sets, and they must be of the same record format (RECFM
= U). TASKLIB automatically allocates a DDNAME with a name like TLBnnnnn in order to activate the load module and
program object libraries. This DDNAME remains allocated until you issue a TASKLIB DEACTIVATE request. Only 12
levels of task library stacking are supported. Thus, you can issue the TASKLIB ACTIVATE command 12 times without an
intervening TASKLIB DEACTIVATE command before the task library stack becomes full.

FILE(ddname)           |

FI(ddname)           |

DDNAME(ddname)      |

DD(ddname)           |

LIBRARY(ddname) 

The command specifies a DDNAME that represents a load module or program object library or a list of such libraries.
This DDNAME must be allocated before you issue the TASKLIB command. The DDNAME remains allocated even after a
TASKLIB DEACTIVATE command is issued. Use the TSO FREE command to de-allocate the DDNAME when required.
By using the DDNAME parameter in a TASKLIB ACTIVATE command (as opposed to using the DSNAME parameter), you
can specify the same DDNAME as on an ISPF LIBDEF ISPLLIB service as illustrated in the following sequence of TSO
and ISPF commands:

ALLOC DD(TESTLIB) DA(‘SYS1.LOADLIB’) SHR

LIBDEF ISPLLIB LIBRARY ID(TESTLIB) STACK

TASKLIB ACTIVATE DD(TESTLIB)

ISPEXEC SELECT PGM(someappl) PARM(parm1) NEWAPPL(appl) PASSLIB

TASKLIB DEACTIVATE

LIBDEF ISPLLIB

FREE DD(TESTLIB)

We recommend that you use the DATASET parameter rather than DDNAME because when the DATASET parameter
is used, TASKLIB manages the dynamic library allocation and de-allocation to keep the TSO/ISPF environment "clean"
and efficient. In contrast, the use of the DDNAME parameter requires developers to allocate the desired library and free it
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when it is no longer needed. The DDNAME parameter thus requires more coding and increases the possibilities to make
mistakes.

DEACTIVATE |

DEACT      |

DEA 

The command indicates you want to remove the set of task libraries established by the most recent TASKLIB ACTIVATE
request. If no activate task libraries are stacked, TASKLIB reinstates the original task libraries (present before any
TASKLIB command was executed).

RESET      |

RES 

The RESET keyword is used with the DEACTIVATE parameter to deactivate the currently active task library and any
stacked task libraries established by prior TASKLIB ACTIVATE commands on the specified or defaulted LEVEL (as
described in the discussion of the LEVEL parameter which follows). The search order for commands and load modules
becomes the same as it was before the first execution of a TASKLIB command on this LEVEL.

QUIET

The QUIET keyword is used with the ACTIVATE and DEACTIVATE parameters to suppress all but error-type messages.
QUIET is useful when TASKLIB is issued routinely from REXX execs or TSO CLISTs. The TSO OUTTRAP command can
be used to capture the messages TASKLIB issues in REXX variables (where they can be analyzed programmatically).
The OUTTRAP facility effectively suppresses the messages TASKLIB writes to the TSO terminal.

DEBUG       |

DEB 

The DEBUG keyword causes TASKLIB to issue debugging-level messages that show TASKLIB command processing in
greater detail.

DISPLAY  |

DISP     |

DIS 

Displays information about the stack of task libraries (and their associated programs) established by the TASKLIB
ACTIVATE command. The active task library and program are on top, followed by a list of stacked task libraries and
programs.

TASKS

The TASKS keyword is used with the DISPLAY parameter to show the current TCB (Task Control Block) tree (when a
TASKLIB DISPLAY command is issued). See Command Examples.

ISPFSRV(‘select’) |

ISPF   (‘select’)

The ISPFSRV parameter permits any program that is invoked through SELECT PGM(program-name) or SELECT
PANEL(panel-name) to issue ATTACH, DELETE, LINK, LOAD, and XCTL macros without the need for the contents
supervision macro to specify a private library through a DCB parameter. The ISPFSRV parameter can only be used in the
ISPF environment.

The ISPF keyword directs TASKLIB to propagate application load libraries (established by a preceding LIBDEF ISPLLIB
service) to a new ISPF application at the ISPTASK level. This process includes the load modules and program objects
that are located within libraries that are established with a LIBDEF ISPLLIB service in the standard search order, as task
libraries on the level of the ISPTASK TCB.

The ISPFSRV operand must specify the parameters of the SELECT service that is used to start the application within
single quotes, as illustrated in the following example:
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/* REXX */

ADDRESS ISPEXEC

“LIBDEF ISPLLIB LIBRARY DATASET(‘SYS1.LOADLIB’)” 

select_prm = ‘PGM(apgm) PARM(aparm)’

“SELECT CMD(TASKLIB ISPFSRV(‘”select_prm”’)) NEWAPPL(appl) PASSLIB)”

“LIBDEF ISPLLIB”

You can determine if you must use this service by first invoking the ISPF application directly using a native ISPF SELECT
service. If the application issues a contents supervision macro which fails with the system abend S806-04 (module not
found), then use the ISPF keyword of the TASKLIB command.

The ISPFSRV parameter does not specify task libraries. Instead, the TASKLIB command itself must be invoked with a
SELECT CMD(TASKLIB ...) service which specifies both the NEWAPPL and PASSLIB parameters. In this case, ISPF
attaches TASKLIB as a TSO command processor and passes the program library that is established by a preceding
LIBDEF ISPLLIB service as a task library. TASKLIB in turn propagates this task library to the level of the ISPTASK TCB,
thus placing the library in the search order for all programs started using a SELECT PGM service (which by definition run
under the TCB of the ISPTASK). The TASKLIB command then executes the ISPF SELECT statement with the parameters
that are specified by the ISPFSRV operand. After the selected program completes, control returns to TASKLIB which
removes the LIBDEF ISPLLIB library from the task library concatenation for the ISPTASK TCB (and restores the previous
task library stack).

“SELECT CMD(TASKLIB” commands may be issued recursively from execs that were themselves invoked with
“SELECT CMD(TASKLIB)” commands. We recommend that you use the ISPFSRV parameter instead of coding discrete
TASKLIB ACTIVATE and TASKLIB DEACTIVATE commands.

POSITION(BEFORE|AFTER|REPLACE)

POS(BEFORE|AFTER|REPLACE) 

The POSition parameter is used with the ACTIVATE command to specify the position of the newly established task
library: You can request that the newly activated task library to be positioned BEFORE or AFTER the existing task library
on the level that is specified by the LEVEL parameter or REPLACE the existing task library altogether.

LEVEL(1|2|3|4)

The LEVEL keyword is used in testing, or special cases that are not handled automatically by the TASKLIB command to
designate the target TCB with which the new task library should be associated. The level numbers refer to the task levels
and task program names as shown in the following table:

LEVEL Parameter

Level Task program name

1 IKJEFT01
2 IKJEFT02
3 IKJEFT09
4 ISPTASK

For normal TASKLIB usage, the LEVEL parameter should be omitted. By default, TASKLIB uses LEVEL(1) when
executed at the TSO READY prompt or when TASKLIB is called by a REXX exec or TSO CLIST that is invoked at the
TSO READY prompt. By default, TASKLIB uses LEVEL(4) when executed within the ISPF environment.

Specify LEVEL(1) explicitly to dynamically change the STEPLIB concatenation while running within the ISPF environment.
We do not recommend the use of the LEVEL parameter in any other cases.

APF(ASIS|YES|NO|COND) 
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Enables authorized users (with update authority for SYS1.PARMLIB) to temporarily authorize the task library, even if
some of the data sets in the concatenation are not APF authorized. The APF option should only be used for testing, since
authorized libraries should be defined through the MVS APF list.

ASIS (the default) does not alter the APF authorization status of the task library concatenation. If a non-authorized user
issues a TASKLIB APF(YES) command, then the TASKLIB command itself fails and produces error messages. If a
non-authorized user issues a TASKLIB APF(COND) request, APF authorization does not take place, but the TASKLIB
command itself does not fail. When TASKLIB APF(NO) is specified, the APF authorized library is temporarily made non-
APF authorized.

The effect of any TASKLIB APF command is temporary. All alterations occur in memory (but the actual data sets involved
in the concatenation are not changed). When the task library is inactivated with a TASKLIB DEACTIVATE command, it
becomes non-APF authorized.

REXXPRM(rpm) 

The command specifies the name of a REXX parameter module to be used to create a new REXX Language Processor
environment in which the target ISPF application executes. The rpm is the name of the REXX parameter module. The
following table presents some of the IBM-supplied REXX parameter modules:

Name Level Usage

IRXPARMS z/OS Batch
IRXTSPRM TSO/E
IRXISPRM TSO/ISPF

Some ISPF applications, such as RLX/ISPF and others, require the use of customized REXX parameter modules. To
install these modules, IBM-supplied modules must be replaced with ISV-supplied. This change is considered system
modification. To avoid it, you can use REXXPRM.

The following example displays the RLX invocation using REXXPRM when the IBM-supplied IRXISPRM parameter
module is replaced with RAI supplied RLXISPRM dynamically, without system modifications.

/* REXX */

ADDRESS ispexec                             

"LIBDEF ISPLLIB DATASET ID('hlq.RLXLOAD')"

select_prm = ‘CMD(TLBSAMP2)’

“SELECT CMD(TASKLIB ISPFSRV(‘”select_prm”’) REXXPRM(RLXISPRM))”,

       “NEWAPPL(appl) PASSLIB)”

“LIBDEF ISPLLIB”

Return Codes
After the TASKLIB command executes, the return code variable is set to one of the values that are listed in this article.
REXX execs and TSO CLISTs that issue TASKLIB commands can inspect the RC and &LASTCC variables, respectively,
in order to make programmatic decisions.
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TASKLIB Return Codes

Return code
(decimal) Description

0 Processing successful.
A load module library or a list of load module libraries has been
successfully activated or deactivated. Informational messages may have
been issued.

4 The library with the specified DDNAME was already installed and may
be active or stacked. Use a different DDNAME or execute the TASKLIB
DEACTIVATE command to expose the stacked library.

8 TASKLIB was invoked in a non-TSO address space or TASKLIB could not
obtain the APF authorization. Review the informational messages which
accompany this return code and review the Installing section.

12 Command syntax error or command parameter conflict.
Review messages describing the syntax error.

16 The task library stack is full. Execute a TASKLIB DEACTIVATE command
to free an entry in the task library stack before issuing another TASKLIB
ACTIVATE request.

20 A failure occurred in one of the following dynamic allocation routines:
Allocate, De-allocate, Concatenate, or De-concatenate. Alternatively, a
failure occurred in the OPEN macro that is issued for an allocated task
library. The accompanying message describes the nature of the failure.

24 Unable to locate the TCB where the new task library must be installed.
This may be due to the unusual name of the TSO TMP program or
TASKLIB was executed in an unknown environment. Report this problem to
Broadcom support.

28 Error in the asynchronous scheduling routine. This is probably a program
logic error. Report this error to Broadcom support.
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Command Examples
This section contains the TASKLIB command examples. The examples reflect the most common use cases.

See the respective articles in this section that cover the following examples:

• Example 1: Activate a single data set
• Example 2: Activate a concatenation of data sets
• Example 3: Activate allocated file
• Example 4: Activate task library from a TSO CLIST
• Example 5: Activate an allocated file from a REXX exec
• Example 6: Reactivate a task library from the stack
• Example 7: Use TASKLIB to invoke an ISPF application

Activate a Single Data Set
Operation: Activate the single data set 'SYS3.LOADLIB' using the ACTIVATE DATASET operand of TASKLIB.

Use the TASKLIB DISPLAY operand to display the current search order. Assume this is the first execution of a TASKLIB
ACTIVATE command:

tasklib act da(‘sys3.loadlib’)                                                   

 TLB016I - Tasklib = TLB00009 activated for PGMN = IKJEFT01 at TCB = 8FF6D0  

 READY                                                                       

Tasklib dis                                                                      

 TLB018I - Library = TLB00009 (active ) LEVEL(1) BEFORE STEPLIB TCB=8FF6D0 

 TLB034I - DSNAME = SYS3.LOADLIB                                         

 TLB034I - DSNAME = DSN1.SDSNEXIT                                            

 TLB034I - DSNAME = DSN1.SDSNLOAD                                            

READY                                                                       

Assume the TSO LOGON procedure allocated STEPLIB as follows:

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=DSN1.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=DSN1.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

After the execution of the TASKLIB command, the SYS3.LOADLIB data set is concatenated before the STEPLIB data sets
allocated at LOGON.

Activate a Concatenation of Data Sets
Operation: Activate data sets SYS3.LOADLIB2 and USERID.TESTLIB using the ACTIVATE DATASET parameter.

Concatenate the new load libraries after the existing task library concatenation (from example Activate a Single Data Set).
Use the TASKLIB DISPLAY parameter to display the current search order.

 READY                                                                     

tasklib act da(‘SYS3.LOADLIB2’ TESTLIB) pos(after)                         

 TLB016I - Tasklib = TLB00015 activated for PGMN = IKJEFT01 at TCB = 8FF6D0

 READY                                                                     

tasklib dis tasks

TLB018I - Library = TLB00015 (active ) LEVEL(1) AFTER   TLB00009 TCB=8FF6D0 

TLB034I - DSNAME = SYS3.LOADLIB                                         

TLB034I - DSNAME = DSN1.SDSNEXIT                                            
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TLB034I - DSNAME = DSN1.SDSNLOAD                                            

TLB034I - DSNAME = SYS3.LOADLIB2                                         

TLB034I - DSNAME = USERID.TESTLIB                                         

TLB021I - Library = TLB00004 (stacked) LEVEL(1) BEFORE  TCB=8FF6D0          

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

TCB Address                  Program  IC STAB FL CD Tasklib    Data Program 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

  8FF6D0                 *JS*IKJEFT01 01 0083 42 00 TLB00015    28K      4K 

   8DED98                    IKJEFT02 01 0083 46 00 TLB00015     0K      0K 

    8CAD90                   IKJEFT09 01 0083 42 00 TLB00015     4K      0K 

     8CA988                 >TASKLIB  6D 0082 00 00 TLB00015    40K      0K 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

READY

TASKLIB allocates the file TLB00015 for the concatenated load module libraries. The TASKS keyword of the DISPLAY
command produces a display of the TCB tree. The symbol *JS* identifies the task as the Job Step TCB while the
> symbol points to TASKLIB itself. Observe that the task library, whose DDname is TLB00004, is stacked and is not
currently active. Because a TASKLIB ACTIVATE command was issued with the keyword POS(AFTER) , new data sets
are concatenated after the data sets that are already allocated to the task library. Since the library TESTLIB is specified
without quotes, the TASKLIB command appends the current TSO PROFILE prefix value to the data set name (in this
example, the prefix value is USERID).

The meanings of the columns in the TCB Tree display are described in the following table.

Meaning of the DISPLAY TASKS columns

Column
Heading Meaning

TCB Address A TCB address starting from the Job Step TCB. TCB addresses are indented to
graphically depict the TCB hierarchy. A parent TCB appears to the left of child tasks
while sibling TCBs display with the same level of indentation.

Program The name of the program associated with the TCB. One or more program lines may
follow with no associated TCB displayed to their left. These lines identify programs
run under an RB associated with the current TCB that were probably invoked using
a LINK macro.

IC The interrupt code found in the program RB. The interrupt code is typically the SVC
number last issued by the program. For example, value 01 denotes the WAIT SVC
while value 06 identifies a LINK macro. Refer to the IBM publication MVS Diagnosis
Reference for the meanings of the SVC codes.

STAB The value of the fields RBSTAB1 and RBSTAB2 of the IKJRB macro found in
SYS1.MACLIB. The abbreviated meanings of the flags are:
STAB1: 00-PRB C0-SVRB 40-IRB 60-TIRB 08-WAITP 02-ATNXIT

       01-PMSVRB 

STAB2: 80-TCBNXT 40-FACTV 20-ATTN 10-ETXR 0C-IQETP

       02-FDYN 01-ECBWT 

This information may be useful for systems programmers in diagnosing problems in
the TSO/ISPF environment.

FL The value of the RBFLAGS1 field of the IKJRB macro. The abbreviated meanings of
the flags are:
80-SLOCK 40-XWAIT 20-ABEND 10-XWPRM 08-ASIR 04-LONGWT
02-SCB 01-BAL
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Column
Heading Meaning

CD The value of the RBCDFLGS field of the IKJRB macro. The abbreviated meanings
of the bit flags are:
80-NOCELL 20-ATCH 10-SAVE 08-NODE 04-SYNC 02-XCTL 01-
LOAD

Tasklib The DDNAME of the task library that is used by programs running under this TCB.
Data Total size of all memory subpools (excluding subpools 251 and 252) owned by this

TCB.
Program Total size of memory subpools 251 and 252 where programs owned by this TCB are

stored.

Activate Allocated File
Operations:

• Allocate the data set PRIVATE.LOAD to the DDNAME DD1
• Activate DDNAME DD1 with a TASKLIB ACTIVATE command
• Use the TASKLIB DISPLAY command to display the current search order

READY                                                                        

alloc dd(dd1) da(private.load) shr                                              

READY                                                                        

tasklib act dd(dd1) pos(replace)                                              

 TLB016I - Tasklib = TLB00008 activated for PGMN = IKJEFT01 at TCB = 8FF788   

 READY                                                                        

tasklib dis                                                                   

 TLB018I - Library = TLB00008 (active ) LEVEL(1) REPLACE STEPLIB TCB=8FF788  

 TLB034I - DSNAME = USERID.PRIVATE.LOAD                                          

READY                                                                        

In this example, the data set ‘USER.PRIVATE.LOAD’ library is manually allocated to the file named DD1. The TASKLIB
ACT command replaces the previously active task library with the ‘USER.PRIVATE.LOAD’ library that is allocated to
DD1. The TASKLIB command creates a new DDNAME TLB00008 and re-allocates the requested library there. The
TLB00008 file is also under the exclusive control of the TASKLIB command, and cannot be freed by an application.
TASKLIB performs this operation to ensure the uniqueness of all allocated data set names, which eliminates errors due to
an inadvertent library de-allocation by a user or program.

Activate Task Library from a TSO CLIST
Operation: Activate data set 'SYS2.LOADLIB' from within a TSO CLIST running in the TSO/ISPF environment. Then
execute a TASKLIB DEACTIVATE command to deactivate this library.

PROC 0

TASKLIB ACT DA('SYS2.LOADLIB')

IF &LASTCC = 0 THEN +

. . .

. . . execute commands and programs from ‘SYS2.LOADLIB’ data set . . .

. . .

TASKLIB DEA

EXIT
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Activate an Allocated File from a REXX Exec
Operation: Allocate the data set 'SYS2.LOADLIB' to the DDNAME DD1, then activate file DD1 with a TASKLIB
ACTIVATE FILE command.

/* rexx */

ADDRESS TSO

"ALLOCATE FILE(DD1) DATASET('SYS2.LOADLIB') SHR"

if RC <> = 0 then Exit 8

"TASKLIB ACTIVATE FILE(DD1) POS(BEFORE)"

. . . execute commands and programs . . .

“TASKLIB DEA”

EXIT

Reactivate a Task Library from the Stack
Operation:  Assume the level of task libraries as shown in the example Activate a Concatenation of Data Sets. Execute a
TASKLIB DEACTIVATE command to remove TLB00001 from the task library stack.

READY                                                                     

tasklib dea                                      

 TLB016I - Tasklib = TLB00015 deactivated for PGMN = IKJEFT01 at TCB=8FF6D0

 READY                                                                     

tasklib dis tasks

TLB021I - Library = TLB00004 (stacked) LEVEL(1) BEFORE  STEPLIB TCB=8FF6D0 

TLB034I - DSNAME = SYS3.LOADLIB                                         

TLB034I - DSNAME = DSN1.SDSNEXIT                                           

TLB034I - DSNAME = DSN1.SDSNLOAD                                           

Use TASKLIB to Invoke an ISPF Application
Operation: Assume you want to invoke an ISPF application using the SELECT PGM service. Assume further that an
S806 abend occurs while the application runs (denoting load module not found).

You have several choices to modify the search order to eliminate the S806 abend. You can place the application load
library in the STEPLIB concatenation of the TSO LOGON procedure or you can include the library in LINKLIST. However,
the application is not used very frequently so it is not a good candidate for the LINKLIST. Creating a special TSO LOGON
procedure is also not very appealing because RACF authority must be granted to use the procedure, extra maintenance is
required, and so on.

Alternatively, the ISPF operand of the TASKLIB command lets you modify the search order to allow the ISPF application
to find the load modules that it references through ATTACH, DELETE, LINK, LOAD, and/or XCTL macros. This task is
accomplished easily as illustrated in the following REXX exec that invokes the ISPF application:

/* REXX */

ADDRESS ISPEXEC

select = ‘PGM(progx) PARM(parms)’  

“LIBDEF ISPLLIB LIBRARY DATASET(‘SYS2.LOADLIB’) STACK”

“SELECT CMD(TASKLIB ISPF(‘”select”’) NEWAPPL(appl) PASSLIB)”

“LIBDEF ISPLLIB”
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In this code fragment, the 'SYS2.LOADLIB' that is established by the LIBDEF ISPLLIB command is propagated by
TASKLIB to the ISPTASK level before the ISPF SELECT service is executed. After the command completes, TASKLIB
removes the library to reestablish the previous search order.
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Messages
This section describes messages that are issued by the TASKLIB command. Messages are composed of a message ID
and message text. Message IDs have the following format:

TLBnnnT

• TLB
Specifies the message ID prefix for all TASKLIB messages.

• nnn
Specifies the message number.

• T
Denotes one of the following message types:
– E – Error message

Execution of the TASKLIB command aborted. The message text describes the error.
E-level messages are issued irrespective of the specification of the QUIET keyword.

– W – Warning message
TASKLIB command execution may be incomplete. The message text describes the error.
W-level messages are issued irrespective of the specification of the QUIET keyword.

– I – Informational message
The TASKLIB command is executed successfully. The message text describes the performed action.
I-level messages are suppressed by the QUIET keyword.

– D – Debug message
These messages are only issued when the DEBUG keyword is specified.
D-level messages trace the internal processing of the TASKLIB command and should be produced for problem
diagnostic purposes only.

TLB001E
Command conflict — you may only request ACTIVATE, DEACTIVATE or DISPLAY individually.

Reason:

You specified the ACTIVATE, DEACTIVATE, or DISPLAY keywords of the TASKLIB command in combination, but these
keywords are incompatible and must be specified individually.

The following example illustrates incorrect coding of a TASKLIB command with incompatible, mutually exclusive
operands:

TASKLIB ACTIVATE DA(datasetname) DISPLAY

Action:

Code discrete TASKLIB ACTIVATE, TASKLIB DEACTIVATE, or TASKLIB DISPLAY commands and issue them
individually as in the following example:

TASKLIB ACTIVATE DA(datasetname)

TASKLIB DISPLAY

TLB002E
Syntax error in token &TEXT or TLB002E Syntax error &TEXT.

&TEXT is one of the following:
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• Unmatched quotes found
• No matching parentheses found
• Command contains too many tokens
• Invalid positional parameter value
• Invalid keyword
• Keyword parameter has no value
• Invalid decimal number
• Keyword value exceeds the maximum allowed
• List keyword value is absent
• Invalid list keyword value

Reason:

A syntax error is present in the TASKLIB command specification. Review the message text to understand what is in error.

Action:

Correct the command syntax error by referring to the TASKLIB syntax diagram and re-execute the TASKLIB command.

TLB003D
Original tasklib concatenated with new one using DDN = &DDN.

Reason:

The TASKLIB command generated a new DDNAME that is displayed on the screen and is also returned to the user
command procedure that issued a TASKLIB command in the REXX variable named DDN and CLIST variable named
&DDN.

Action:

None required.

TLB004D
Asynchronous exit successfully scheduled.

Reason:

The TASKLIB command scheduled an asynchronous exit routine to open and establish a new task library. The action
executed successfully.

Action:

None required.

TLB005D
TLH found at address = &ADDR.

Reason:

The TASKLIB control block named the TLH is located at address &ADDR.

Action:

None required.
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TLB006D
TLH created at address = &ADDR.

Reason:

The TASKLIB command created a new TLH control block at address &ADDR.

Action:

None required.

TLB007E
Library = &DDN not allocated - OPEN failed.

Reason:

The TASKLIB command encountered a severe error.

Action:

Report this problem to Broadcom support.

TLB008E
Failed in EXIT routine: &TEXT.

&TEXT is one of the following:

• OPEN failed
• CLOSE failed
• Bad function
• *** Unknown

Reason:

A TASKLIB command failed while executing an asynchronous exit routine.

Action:

Report this problem to Broadcom support.

TLB009E
Unable to detect LEVEL(&LEVEL) — report problem to RAI.

Reason:

The TASKLIB command was unable to identify the name of the TSO Terminal Monitor Program (TMP) or the ISPTASK
subtask. This may be because a non-IBM TMP is in use or the ISPF environment is modified.

Action:

Report this problem to Broadcom support.

TLB010E
TASKLIB invoked in a non-TSO address space — execution aborted.

Reason:

The TASKLIB command may only be invoked in TSO address spaces.
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Action:

Do not invoke the TASKLIB command in a non-TSO address space.

TLB011D
Program = &PGM was located at TCB = &TCB.

Reason:

The program &PGM was located at the level of the task whose TCB address is &TCB. Refer to the TASKLIB LEVEL
parameter for a description of the &PGM names. Issue a TASKLIB DISPLAY TASKS command to show the reported
&TCB.

Action:

None required.

TLB013W
Library = &DDN already established at TCB = &TCB PGMN = &PGM.

Reason:

A TASKLIB ACTIVATE DD(…) command specified a DDNAME that is presently active at the level requested. TASKLIB
does not establish a new task library because it is already active.

Action:

Do not issue a TASKLIB ACTIVATE DD(…) command for the same DDNAME more than once.

TLB016I
Tasklib = &DDN activated for PGMN = &PGM at TCB = &TCB.

Reason:

A new task library was allocated with DDNAME &DDN and installed at the requested LEVEL for the program &PGM active
at TCB address &TCB.

Action:

None required.

TLB017I
No libraries presently installed on levels 1,2,3

or

No libraries presently installed on LEVEL(4) for TCB = &TCB.

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a TASKLIB DISPLAY command and is self-explanatory.

Action:

None required.

TLB018I
Library = &DDN (&STATUS) LEVEL(&LEVEL) &POSITION &RDDN TCB = &TCB.
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Reason:

A task library was allocated to DDNAME &DDN and installed at LEVEL &LEVEL. The &POSITION parameter specifies
where the new library is concatenated with respect to the concatenation sequence of the previous task library: BEFORE,
AFTER, or REPLACE. &RDDN specifies the DDNAME of the task library that is replaced by the new task library for the
TCB found at address &TCB.

Action:

None required.

TLB019E
DEACTIVATE issued with no preceding ACTIVATE.

Reason:

A TASKLIB DEACTIVATE command was issued at a LEVEL where no task library is currently installed.

Action:

Do not issue a TASKLIB DEACTIVATE command in the absence of an active task library.

TLB021I
Library = &DDN (&STATUS) LEVEL(&LEVEL) TCB = &TCB.

Reason:

A task library was allocated to DDNAME &DDN and installed at LEVEL &LEVEL. This is a new task library for the
&LEVEL and TCB address that is identified in the message. No previously installed task library was at this level before.

Action:

None required.

TLB022E
Error in asynchronous exit routine, RC = &RC.

Reason:

The TASKLIB command failed in an asynchronous exit routine with a return code of &RC.

Action:

Report this problem to Broadcom support.

TLB023E
ACTIVATE command requires a DDNAME or DSNAME parameter.

Reason:

A TASKLIB ACTIVATE command omitted both the DDNAME and DSNAME parameters, one of which is required.
TASKLIB execution is aborted.

Action:

Specify either the DDNAME or DSNAME parameter with the TASKLIB ACTIVATE command.
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TLB024E
DEACTIVATE command should specify neither DDNAME nor DSNAME.

Reason:

A TASKLIB DEACTIVATE command specified either a DDNAME or DSNAME parameter. TASKLIB execution is aborted.

Action:

Specify neither DDNAME nor DSNAME parameters with a TASKLIB DEACTIVATE command. The top, active library at the
specified level is deactivated.

TLB025E
TASKLIB library stack is full - use DEACTIVATE command to free one or more entries - then ACTIVATE.

Reason:

More than 12 TASKLIB ACTIVATE commands were issued without an intervening TASKLIB DEACTIVATE request. The
task library command stack is full since only 12 levels of task library command stacking are supported.

Action:

Issue a TASKLIB DEACTIVATE command to free a slot in the task library stack. Then reissue the TASKLIB ACTIVATE
command.

TLB026E
TSOLIB or another STEPLIB product interfered in TASKLIB operation; reset actions of that command and retry.

Reason:

Another task library management product was invoked while a TASKLIB command was active.

Action:

Undo the action of the other task library management product and then re-issue the TASKLIB command. TASKLIB does
not interoperate with other software products with the similar functionality.

TLB027I
Library = &DDN deactivated for PGMN = &PGM at TCB = &TCB.

Reason:

A TASKLIB DEACTIVATE command was successfully executed.

Action:

None required.

TLB028I
DEACTIVATE RESET command successfully executed — all libraries installed by TASKLIB now removed.

Reason:

The TASKLIB DEACTIVATE RESET command was successfully executed at the specified (or defaulted) LEVEL.

Action:

None required.
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TLB029E
Dynamic &FUNCTION failed for DDN= &DDN S99ERROR = &RC S99INFO = &REASON.

Reason:

The dynamic CONCATENATION or DECONCATENATION function specified by the value of the &FUNCTION variable
has failed.

Action:

Report the problem to Broadcom support.

TLB030E
Specify either DDNAME or DSNAME but not both.

Reason:

When using the ACTIVATE command you specified both DDNAME and DSNAME parameters, which is not allowed.

Action:

Revise the ACTIVATE command and specify either the DDNAME or DSNAME parameter, not both.

TLB031E
RAI Server address space capable of TASKLIB support is not active.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Review TASKLIB installation procedures. The RAI Server address space must be active in order for the TASKLIB
command to be operational.

TLB032E
DSNAME = &DSNAME in error: &TEXT.

&TEXT is one of the following:

• dsname > 44 characters
• not cataloged Reason= &REASON
• OBTAIN failed, RC= &RC
• DSORG=PO is required
• RECFM=U is required
• unknown RC= &RC

Reason:

An error occurred in the ACTIVATE DSNAME(…) command. &DSNAME experienced the error that is described by the
&TEXT parameter.

Action:

Verify that the reported data set exists, that it is cataloged, that is a PDS or PDSE, and it has DSORG=PO. These are all
prerequisites of a valid library that contains load modules or program objects.
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TLB034I
DSNAME = &DSNAME.

Reason:

You issued a DISPLAY command. This message displays one of the data sets in the active task library concatenation.

Action:

None is required.

TLB035E
Dynamic allocation failed for DSNAME = &DSNAME S99ERROR = &RC S99INFO = &REASON.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation for &DSNAME failed with SVC 99 error code &RC and SVC 99 information code &REASON.

Action:

Report the problem to Broadcom support.

TLB036D
Dataset = &DSNAME dynamically allocated.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None required.

TLB037D
You are a super user.

Reason:

Your user ID can update SYS1.PARMLIB. Therefore, TASKLIB treats you as a super user. You can use the APF
parameter of the TASKLIB command.

Action:

None required.

TLB038E
You are not authorized to request APF(YES). Library was not altered.

Reason:

You are not a super user (a TSO User ID authorized to update SYS1.PARMLIB). Therefore, you may not use the APF
parameter of the TASKLIB command.

Action:

Remove the APF parameter from the TASKLIB ACTIVATE command.
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TLB039I
Library changed to become non-APF authorized.

Reason:

The APF(NO) parameter was specified on a TASKLIB ACTIVATE command. The new task library concatenation becomes
non-APF authorized.

Action:

None required.

TLB040W
You are not authorized to request the APF function.

Reason:

You used the APF(COND) parameter on a TASKLIB ACTIVATE command. You are not a super user (a User ID authorized
to update SYS1.PARMLIB). Therefore, your ID is not authorized to use the APF keyword.

Action:

Remove the APF keyword from the ACTIVATE command.

TLB041I
Library was changed to become APF authorized.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None required.

TLB042D
Command = &COMMAND.

Reason:

The TASKLIB command entered is identified by the value &COMMAND.

Action:

None required.

TLB043E
DDNAME and DSNAME parameters invalid with DISPLAY, DEACTIVATE and ISPF commands.

Reason:

A TASKLIB DISPLAY, DEACTIVATE, or ISPF command was entered that specified a DDNAME or DSNAME parameter.
This is not supported.

Action:

Remove the DDNAME or DSNAME parameter and re-execute the TASKLIB command.
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TLB044E
Free failed for DDN = &DDN S99ERROR = &RC S99INFO = &REASON.

Reason:

A free DDN command failed for the DDNAME &DDN with dynamic allocation error code &RC and reason code
&REASON.

Action:

Report the problem to Broadcom support.

TLB045D
Library with DDN = &DDN was freed.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None required.

TLB048E
REXX Parameter Module &modname not found.

Reason:

You entered a TASKLIB command which specified a REXXPRM(&modname) parameter. The module &modname was not
found in the standard program search order of your TSO/ISPF session.

Action:

Ensure that name of the module &modname were correctly specified and are located in the standard search order for load
modules (private tasklib, STEPLIB, LINKLIST, and LPALIB).

TLB049D
REXX Environment for REXXPRM = &modname successfully created.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None required.

TLB050E
REXX Environment for REXXPRM = &modname create failed, RC = &rc Reason = &reason.

Reason:

A TASKLIB command with the REXXPRM(&modname) parameter was entered. TASKLIB loaded the REXX parameter
module &modname and invoked the IRXINIT service to establish a new REXX environment. IRXINIT failed with RC &rc
and REASON &reason.

Action:
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Refer to the IBM publication TSO/E REXX Reference documents the Return and Reason codes associated with
invocation of the IRXINIT service.

TLB051D
REXX Environment for REXXPRM = &modname deleted.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None required.

TLB060E
TASKLIB executed with RC=&rc REXX.

Reason:

A TASKLIB command was invoked internally by the TASKLIB+ TSO exit when the STEPLIBX DD name was detected on
an ALLOCATE or FREE command. This internal execution of TASKLIB produced a non-zero return code.

Action:

Review TASKLIB return codes in this publication. Report the problem to Broadcom support if necessary.

TLB061W
&parsemsg.

Reason:

You specified the DEBUG mode of processing. The TASKLIB+ parsing routine detected an error in an ALLOCATE or
FREE command. The &parsemsg text describes the error that it detected.

Action:

This message indicates that a TSO ALLOCATE or FREE command was syntactically unacceptable for TASKLIB+
processing. This could be due to either user error or because one or more parameters specified in the ALLOCATE or
FREE command is not supported by TASKLIB+.

TLB062D
TBLTPX entered exit=&exitname mode=&mode.

Reason:

This debug message reports that one of the following TASKLIB+ TSO exits was invoked in mode &mode. The following
table describes the TSO exits supported by TASKLIB+ and their modes of invocation.

TSO Command Exit load module name Invocation mode

FREE IKJEFD21 INITIALIZATION
FREE IKJEFD22 TERMINATION
ALLOCATE IKJEFD47 INITIALIZATION
ALLOCATE IKJEFD49 TERMINATION
EXEC IKJCT43I INITIALIZATION
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TSO Command Exit load module name Invocation mode

EXEC IKJCT43T TERMINATION

Action:

None required.

TLB064E
Command error at token &token.

Reason:

You executed a TLBCNTL command with an invalid parameter at the token &token.

Action:

Refer to the syntax for the TLBCNTL command in this publication. Correct the command and try to execute it again.

TLB065I
TASKLIB+ Version &vrm.

Reason:

The TLBCNTL CHECK command displays the active TASKLIB+ Version &vrm.

Action:

Displays the active TASKLIB+ version in a manner similar to that of the TSOCNTL CHECK command of TSOPLUS.

TLB066I
Command > &command < executed.

Reason:

Response of the TLBCNTL command when the Q parameter is omitted.

Action:

None required.

TLB067W
Dataset &dsname exclusively held by &jobname on system &system.

Reason:

This warning message is issued when the data set named &dataset is to be allocated with a specific status. However,
the data set is already allocated to another &jobname on system &system. When several processes have allocated the
&dataset, only the first &jobname is reported.

Action:

The ALLOCATE command that is reported in this message fails. This message identifies the first (and perhaps only)
&jobname which prevents the ALLOCATE command from executing successfully.
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Replacing TSOPLUS with TASKLIB+
In 2010, CA Technologies announced that the TSOPLUS product had reached its "end of life" and would no longer be
supported. The TASKLIB+ product provides a seamless replacement of TSOPLUS in order to make the transition to an
alternative solution as easy as possible. With TASKLIB+, you do not need to change any TSO CLISTs and EXECs that
use TSOPLUS™ facilities, such as its STEPLIBX feature.

For brevity, we further refer to TSOPLUS as simply TSOPLUS. In the following sections, all TSOPLUS features supported
by TASKLIB+ are listed.

Because TSOPLUS was developed more than 25 years ago and did not keep up with the constant evolution of TSO/E
and ISPF, some of its features have since been implemented by IBM and become part of the TSO/ISPF environment.
In the following sections, we review all documented TSOPLUS features and describe how TSO/ISPF and TASKLIB+
together both modernize and provide for its seamless replacement.

To implement the TASKLIB+ extensions that support TSOPLUS, perform the following steps:

1. Ensure that your application does not use TSO exits IKEFDxx, where xx is 21, 22, 43I, 43T, 47, and 49. If you do use
these exits, please contact Broadcom support. Our technicians can work with you to integrate the exits and allow them
to interoperate.

2. APF-authorize the hlq.CRAILOAD library and place it in the STEPLIB concatenation of your TSO LOGON procedure.
3. Disable TSOPLUS with the ”TSOCNTL POFF” command. Since hlq.CRAILOAD contains the TASKLIB+ version of

the TSOCNTL command, make sure you execute this command from TSOPLUS load library.
4. Run your validation procedure or procedures with TASKLIB+ and see if they work.
5. Once successfully validated, you can optionally copy the TSO exits supplied by us into your LINKLIB concatenations

and remove the private STEPLIB from your TSO LOGON procedure. You can dynamically (without an IPL) place
hlq.CRAILOAD library into LINKLIST using the following z/OS commands:
D PROG,LNKLST

SETPROG LNKLST,DEFINE,NAME=LNKLST01,COPYFROM=LNKLST00 

SETPROG LNKLST,ADD,NAME=LNKLST01,DSNAME=hlq.CRAILOAD

D PROG,LNKLST,NAMES,USERS 

SETPROG LNKLST,ACTIVATE,NAME=LNKLST01

F LLA,REFRESH

This illustration assumes that the current LINKLIST name is LNKLST00, the new LINKLIST name is LNKLST01 and
the name of the TASKLIB+ load library is hlq.CRAILOAD.

6. To permanently place hlq.CRAILOAD in the LINKLIST after the next system IPL, specify the following in the PROGxx
member of your SYS1.PARMLIB:
LNKLST ADD NAME(LNKLST00) DSN(hlq.CRAILOAD)

TSOPLUS On Demand Applications (ODA)
The following section describes the TSOPLUS On Demand Applications (ODA):

• When you use a dialog environment like ISPF/PDF, it is inconvenient to give up the place you have navigated to in
the dialog when you want to leave the dialog to temporarily use another application. If that other application is another
dialog-like environment, such as SDSF, the inconvenience is doubled as you must give up a second position to go
back to your original environment. The ISPF SPLIT and SWAP facility alleviates this inconvenience somewhat by
allowing you to keep your place in two environments, but it is often useful to have more than that. Furthermore, for
many applications (like RMFMON) the ISPF SPLIT and SWAP facilities are not available. The on-demand application
(ODA) feature of TSOPLUS lets you access commands, programs, and CLISTs in parallel with the TSO/ISPF "home
base" environment. This feature both reduces the overhead that is associated with starting and terminating an
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application and keeps your current position both in the environment from which the application was called and in the
application itself during periods when you have returned to the calling environment.

The ODA feature coexists with the ISPF SWAP facility.

The following example shows several ISPF logical sessions that are displayed using the SWAP LIST command.

Example: Output of ISPF SWAP LIST command

________________________ ISPF Task List _________________

|                 Active ISPF Logical Sessions          |

|                                                       |

|  .  Start a new screen                                |

|  .  Start a new application                           |

|     Application Name                                  |

|     _____________________________________________     |

|                                                       |

|     ID  Name       Panelid   Applid   Session Type    |

|  .  1   LIBUTIL    ISRUDMM   ISR      3270            |

|  .  2   DSUTIL     ISRUVSAM  ISR      3270            |

|  .  3   MCOPY      ISRUMC1   ISR      3270            |

|  .  4   SDW        SBLDPD    SDW      3270            |

|  .  5   DSLIST     ISRUDSL0  ISR      3270            |

|  .  6   SDSF       ISFPCU41  ISF      3270            |

|  .  7*  OS390U     ISR@390U  ISR      3270            |

|  .  8-             ERB0PRM   ERBS     3270            |

|_______________________________________________________|

Contrary to the TSOPLUS assertion that ISPF can maintain only two logical screens, the maximum number of logical
screens available to you depends on the value of the MAXIMUM_NUMBER_OF_SPLIT_SCREENS keyword in the ISPF
configuration table. The default is 8 but you can increase this number if desired.

The ISPF SWAP LIST command is similar to the TSOPLUS TSOP command. Other ODA commands such as TSOBASE,
TSONEXT, etc. can be easily substituted with the corresponding ISPF SWAP commands.

Although the ODA functionally of TSOPLUS is similar to the ISPF SWAP command, this functionality does not address
how to create applications that can be invoked as ISPF logical screens. The Launch Express product provides a
mechanism with which such ISPF applications can be created and invoked. For more information about launchlets and
the LXLAUNCH command, see the Launch Express for ISPF documentation (publication LXP001).

Conclusion: The ISPF SWAP command and TASKLIB+ fully replace the TSOPLUS ODA facility. In addition, the Launch
Express component of TASKLIB+ provides an extra capability that is not available in either TSOPLUS or TSO/ISPF.
Launch Express lets you easily create dialog applications that can be invoked as ISPF logical screens and can participate
in SWAP LIST processing.

Access Data Sets with TSOPLUS DSLIST Extended
The following section describes the TSOPLUS ULIST feature:

• TSOPLUS DSLIST-extended facility provides an alternative approach: a user list (ULIST), which gives you a list of the
data sets you have worked with most recently instead of a list that is based on name or volume.

The TSOPLUS ULIST feature has since been supplanted by the ISPF RefList application. RefList provides primary and
line commands that far exceed ULIST capabilities, including the ULIST Assist application.

The ability of ULIST to search the catalog with generic first-level qualifiers, such as SYS*,*LIB, is available in ISPF
DSLIST (ISPF option 3.4).
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Lastly, the performance improvements that are claimed for TSOPLUS DSLIST are no longer valid. The ISPF DSLIST
facility has been improved dramatically and quickly returns results even when tens of thousands data sets are retrieved.

Conclusion: RefList is tightly integrated with TSO/ISPF and renders the TSOPLUS ULIST feature obsolete and
redundant.

Invoking Commands and Programs with TSOPLUS Enhancements
TSOPLUS provides two performance enhancements termed SLF and PLPA preference-list.

When a TSO command is called or a TSO service routine is invoked, a module search is performed first in the user
local libraries and then in libraries that are common to all users. Local libraries can be set up through the STEPLIB DD
statement in the logon procedure or, in the case of an ISPF environment, through the ISPLLIB DD statement.

Normally, TSO command and service routines are located in common libraries (PLPA or linklist), so the search through
the local user libraries introduces unnecessary I/O overhead. In addition, many commands and service routines are
located in storage (PLPA or VLF) to avoid I/O. Searching user libraries for these routines conflicts with the whole idea of I/
O-free program load.

TSOPLUS changes the search sequence so that modules in an installation-specified list of commands and service
routines in PLPA are located immediately, even when user search libraries are set up. This enables an installation to use
the STEPLIB and ISPLLIB library facilities without slowing down the search for modules in PLPA.

Another TSOPLUS feature, the STEPLIB Lookaside Facility (SLF), dynamically controls the module searches related to
STEPLIB and ISPLLIB. SLF keeps track of where modules are not located, and search I/Os are suppressed for all search
requests where SLF can predict a negative outcome.

The SLF optimization scheme is more flexible than the PLPA preference-list feature that is described previously. SLF
provides optimization for all types of module searching, including searches for modules located in the linklist. PLPA
preference-list optimization, however, has the advantage that it works for even the first reference to a given module,
whereas SLF has to accept I/Os for the first reference to establish the location of the module.

For installations that use STEPLIB or ISPLLIB, TSOPLUS gives significantly reduced response times, and installations
which have avoided these facilities for performance reasons can now use them without sacrificing performance.

Changing the Program Search Order
TSOPLUS uses a program fetch interface from its server address space to monitor every program that is being loaded. It
compares the program name and its residency to a list of programs it maintains and bypasses program load by providing
a pointer to the referenced program residing in PLPA, thus avoiding the I/O associated with the program fetch. This
logic is often confusing to users and system programmers who may be unaware of the TSOPLUS activity. Modules in
STEPLIB and program libraries are being loaded from PLPA which can be problematic from a maintenance standpoint.
Improvements to the z/OS LLA component and other performance enhancements to program fetch obviate the need for
the TSOPLUS PLPA preference-list feature.

Conclusion: The TSOPLUS PLPA preference list feature is transparent to application programs and requires no
application changes. TASKLIB+ did not implement this feature because it provides no benefit in the modern z/OS
environment.

STEPLIB Lookaside Facility (SLF)
The TSOPLUS SLF (STEPLIB Lookaside Facility) is centrally controlled by the TSOPLUS server address space that
intercepts ALLOCATE DD(STEPLIX) DA(libraries) commands issued from TSO address spaces and places those
'libraries' with the load modules and program objects in search lists. SLF remains a useful feature since the TSO TSOLIB
command, which provides similar capabilities, can only execute at TSO READY. However, SLF provides only one level of
task library placement at the IKJEFT01 TCB level. By comparison, the TASKLIB command lets you establish task libraries
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on any of four levels in the TSO/ISPF environment. This allows you to operate in each ISPF logical screen with a discrete
set of task libraries.

The following solution was developed to facilitate the transparent migration from TSOPLUS to TASKLIB+ (in addition to a
direct invocation of the TASKLIB command).

When commands such as "ALLOCATE DD(STEPLIBX) DA(libraries)…" are detected by the TSO ALLOCATE command
exit IKJEFD49, the following TASKLIB+ command is internally issued:

“TASKLIB ACT DD(STEPLIBX) LVL(1) QUIET”

When commands such as "FREE DD(STEPLIBX)" are detected by the TSO FREE command exit IKJEFD21, the
following TASKLIB+ command is internally issued:

“TASKLIB DEA LVL(1) QUIET”

Thus, your existing TSO CLISTs and EXECs need not be changed to use TASKLIB+ instead of TSOPLUS.

TASKLIB+ restrictions on the use of this feature are the same as the restrictions that are imposed by TSOPLUS.

• When you make an allocation to STEPLIBX, you can use only the following operands and their aliases: FILE,
DATASET, DUMMY, SHR, OLD, BLKSIZE, USING, VOLUME, REUSE, UNIT

• When you use the FREE command for STEPLIBX, you cannot use any operand other than FILE or its aliases.

Conclusion: TASKLIB+ implemented both the SLF and Dynamic STEPLIB features of TSOPLUS and can be utilized
without program changes.

The TSOLINK Command
The TSOPLUS replacement for the TSO CALL command has the following syntax:

TSOLINK pgmname [parmfield] 

TSOLINK capability is fully subsumed by the TSO CALL command which renders this feature obsolete.

Example: TSO CALL command

CALL {* | dsname) (member_name) 'parameter_string'  CAPS | ASIS 

                NOENVB | PASSENVB

The following command is an exact replacement of TSOLINK command:

CALL *(pgmname) ASIS NOENVB

Conclusion: The TSOLINK command of TSOPLUS is considered obsolete as its functionality is subsumed by the modern
TSO CALL commands.

Reading Faster from DASD
The following section describes the TSOPLUS BPAM/BSAM read optimization:

• Most TSO and ISPF routines use BPAM/BSAM services when reading sequential and partitioned DASD data sets.
Typically, one block is read at a time, which creates a number of delays due to the physical characteristics of the disk
drives involved. Thus, for a data set with a small block size or with many blocks, the read process is much slower
than what actually could be achieved. The use of BSAM is encoded in the system routines and cannot be changed.
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Therefore, it is not possible to optimize this type of I/O processing by, for example, supplying extra storage buffers, as
you could with QSAM.

• An example of ineffective BPAM/BSAM processing is ISPF member-selection-list read-in (or the TSO command
LISTDS MEMBER), where the directory for a partitioned data set is read sequentially. Directory blocks are very small,
and many I/Os are necessary for reading a full directory.

• For large data sets, the processing speed depends on the block size, but with block sizes of 4 KB to 8 KB, substantial
delays are encountered during ISPF EDIT and BROWSE data set access.

• TSOPLUS provides incore caching for all sequential DASD data set read accesses that are made through BPAM/
BSAM and thus radically reduces the I/O rate and the CPU time that is required for I/O processing. This effectively
eliminates the delays in reading member selection lists and makes the system very insensitive to the block size of a
data set.

Although we cannot assess the degree of performance improvement claimed by this TSOPLUS feature, the
enhancements to z/OS and TSO, coupled with DLF and other z/OS services, have clearly improved the BSAM/BPAM
performance.

I/O-free Access by TSOPLUS

The following section describes the I/O-free access by TSOPLUS to frequently used library members:

• If you navigate through ISPF from one panel to another, it results in I/O activity on one or more DASD devices. Panels
are selected from a concatenation of data sets (primarily ISPPLIB), and a search must first be performed to identify
the data set where the panel member is located. This is followed by a read-in to storage from the data set. The same
process is used for ISPF messages.

• In large installations with many active ISPF users, contention arises for the panel and message data sets, even though
the amount of data to be read is limited. The delays that are caused by this contention can be unacceptable because
users generally expect panel navigation to be a trivial matter.

• To relieve the system of so many I/O operations and the delays caused by them, TSOPLUS allows the installation to
specify a list of partitioned data set members which must be kept permanently incore (that is, in the virtual storage).
This feature, which is designed to handle frequently used ISPF panels and messages, makes it possible to access
such incore data set members without physical I/O operations, thus eliminating the overhead both from the directory
search and from the read-in of the member.

Conclusion: Improvements to ISPF served to cache panels, messages, skeletons, and other dialog elements unless
ISPF was invoked in TEST mode. IBM provides both VLF and DLF to more efficiently manage your data and program
objects. Because this TSOPLUS feature is transparent to applications and requires no application changes, TASKLIB+
provides no replacement for this TSOPLUS feature.

TSOPLUS Optimization of the ALLOCATE and FREE Commands
The following section describes the TSOPLUS optimization of the TSO ALLOCATE and FREE commands:

• Although the commonly used commands ALLOCATE and FREE perform tasks that appear trivial to a TSO user, the
amount of resources that are consumed by each of these commands is far from trivial. The resource consumption is, in
fact, about the same as what is consumed by a typical transaction in many online CICS environments.

• TSOPLUS performs special (short-path) processing for most ALLOCATE and FREE commands, which reduces the
CPU usage by about two-thirds. In addition, short-path processing eliminates all VTOC I/Os and module-search I/Os
related to the ALLOCATE command.

TASKLIB+ does not support this TSOPLUS feature and provides no replacement for its functionality. The following section
describes the Extended ALLOCATE feature of TSOPLUS:

• You may occasionally need to concatenate one or more data sets to an existing file (ddname). That can be done under
TSO by performing a complete new reallocation, in which the list of data sets associated with the file name (ddname)
is extended to include the new data set or data sets. The problem is that the list of data sets already allocated must be
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re-specified. That normally means that you have to find out the present allocation status, which is practically impossible
with CLISTs and REXX execs.

• TSOPLUS makes it possible to concatenate new data sets to an existing file allocation without having to specify
the names of the data sets already allocated. You can either retain the existing file name (ddname) for use with the
extended allocation or leave the existing allocation in place with the old name while giving a new name to the extended
allocation which it is incorporated into.

• In addition to the allocation function itself, extended ALLOCATE also results in the setting of a special CLIST variable
&TSOPEXT. The variable is assigned a list of the data set names that are allocated to the file before your most recent
extended allocation. The TSOPEXT variable can be used to restore the allocation to the status it had before the
extended allocation took place.

We consider the Extended ALLOCATE feature of TSOPLUS to be very useful. TASKLIB+ provides similar functionality in
the Launch Express LXCONCAT command. TASKLIB+ partially implements the Extended ALLOCATE feature in a manner
transparent to TSO/ISPF users.

TASKLIB+ Support for the TSOPLUS Extended Allocate Command
The Extended Allocate command is an ALLOCATE command that contains the placeholder string '***'. The '***'
placeholder denotes the list of data sets that are currently allocated to a given DDNAME and denotes where within the
concatenation sequence that is associated with the new file allocation these data sets must appear.

The syntax of Extended ALLOCATE commands:

ALLOCATE FILE(ddname1) DA([dsn1] *** [dsn2]) SHR|OLD 

NOTE
The following form of the Extended ALLOCATE command is not presently supported by TASKLIB+:
ALLOCATE FILE(ddname1) DA([dsn1] *ddname2* [dsn2]) SHR|OLD  

Operands:

• ddname1 – The DDname of the new file allocation
*** This special symbol denotes the list of data sets already allocated to ddname1 and is used as a placeholder
to indicate the insertion point of these data sets within the concatenation sequence associated with the new file
allocation.

• *ddname2* – An existing file allocation which is to be retained while the data sets that it contains are incorporated into
a new allocation to file ddname1.

NOTE
This operand is not presently supported.

• dsn1, dsn2 – The names of data sets to be added to an existing allocation.
As indicated, it is possible to add data sets both before and after the already allocated data sets. If no data sets
have been allocated to ddname1 or ddname2 before the use of this command, the command is treated as a normal
allocation command. As such, the special symbols *** and *ddname2* are ignored.

Example: The following REXX exec uses the Extended ALLOCATE command to add the data sets USER.LIB1 and
USER.LIB2 to the beginning of the allocation to file WORK. The exec then calls the program SAMPLE1 and restores the
file allocation to its previous state by re-allocating the original data sets that are saved in the REXX variable named OLIB.

/* REXX */ 

ADDRESS TSO

“ALLOC FI(WORK) DA(USER.LIB1 USER.LIB2 ***) SHR REU”

OLIB = TSOPEXT 

“CALL *(SAMPLE1)”

“ALLOC FI(WORK) DA(&OLIB) SHR REUSE”

EXIT 0 
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NOTE

• The Extended ALLOCATE command allows only the following ALLOCATE parameters and their aliases:
FILE, DATASET, DUMMY, SHR, OLD, BLKSIZE, USING, VOLUME, REUSE, UNIT

• The Extended ALLOCATE command cannot be used to concatenate partitioned data set members to an
existing file allocation.

• The TASKLIB+ command TSOCNTL AON activates the extended allocation support while the TSOCNTL
AOFF command deactivates the extended allocation feature. The default is TSOCNTL AON.

• The variable TSOPEXT is only set when the DDNAME is being re-allocated in place of an already allocated
DDNAME (with the same name). The TSOPEXT variable contains the list of data set names that are already
allocated.

• When ALLOCATE with ‘***’ placeholder in DATASET list is used and REUSE parameter is not specified,
it is generated by ALLOCATE command processor. This is done for TSOPLUS compatibility and to avoid
allocation failures when specified DDNAME already allocated.

• When TSOCNTL AON control is active and the data set name list contains non-existent, uncatalogued,
or unallocated data sets, then a warning message TLB064W is issued. Allocation continues with these
data sets removed from the list of data set names to be concatenated to the new file allocation. Effectively,
allocation processing occurs as if these data sets had not been specified. The TASKLIB+ Extended Allocate
command is implemented this way to provide compatibility with TSOPLUS which behaves similarly.

• For compatibility with TSOPLUS, a TSOALLOX command was added which acts exactly as the TSO ALLOC
command.

Conclusion: The optimization of the ALLOCATE and FREE commands of TSOPLUS has not been re-implemented in
TASKLIB+ as we find no evidence that such optimization provides a substantial performance improvement. In contrast,
the Extended Allocate command provides the useful functionality. The ‘***’ placeholder syntax of the TSOPLUS Extended
ALLOCATE command is implemented by TASKLIB+ in order to provide transparency in usage so that existing TSOPLUS
CLISTs and REXX EXECs must not be changed after conversion to TASKLIB+.

Allocation Conflict Warning Message
The following section describes the informational message that TSOPLUS issues when it detects an allocation conflict:

• From time to time an ALLOCATE command might fail because one of the data sets involved is held by another TSO
user or by a batch job. TSOPLUS expands the error message from ALLOCATE to include statements of who is
presently holding the data set and what its disposition: SHR, OLD, NEW, or MOD. Given this information, you often
have the opportunity to ask the other user to release the data set. If the holder of the data set is a batch job, you know
that you can allocate the data set when the batch job has ended.

• TSOPLUS sends its special ENQ-notification message only when not more than one other job or user is involved in the
allocation conflict.

• Conflicts that are detected by commands other than ALLOCATE and conflicts that are related to non-JCL allocations in
batch jobs are not covered by this feature.

This TSOPLUS feature is useful since it identifies the user with which an allocation conflict occurs. TASKLIB+ requires
no changes in the user behavior, except that the message ID is changed tom TSOP061 to TLIB067W as in the following
examples:

TSOP061 DATASET RAI.SAMPLE.LOAD ALLOCATED OLD BY USER1 

The TASLIB+ message ID is TLB067W, as shown in the following example:

TLB067W - Dataset RAI.SAMPLE.LOAD exclusively held by USER1 

          on system Z7L1

The ALLOCATE command fails and TSO issues the following generic messages:
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IKJ56225I DATA SET RAI.SAMPLE.LOAD ALREADY IN USE, TRY LATER+

IKJ56225I DATA SET IS ALLOCATED TO ANOTHER JOB OR USER       

Conclusion: TASKLIB+ transparently implements the Allocation Conflict Warning message that is issued by TSOPLUS.
The message ID is changed from TSOP061 to TLB067W.

TSOPLUS LISTA Replacement
The ISPF DDLIST facility (program ISRDDN) command implements the functionality of TSOPLUS LISTA and provides
a considerable new functionality. We provide a REXX exec TLBLA which is more powerful than the LISTA command of
TSOPLUS.

TLBLA command syntax:

TLBLA parm1 parm2 ...

where parm1, parm2, ... is one the following: 

DD(ddname)     DD name to show 

Aliases: DD = FILE = FI 

                                                             

DSN(dsn)     Abbreviated dataset name to show 

Aliases: DSN = DA = DATASET 

                                                             

TASKLIB+     Display TASKLIB+ datasets

              

HELP | ?     Display command syntax

• TLBLA – Display all allocated data sets in the current TSO/ISPF session
• TLBLA DD(ISPLLIB) – Display only those data sets which are allocated to DDNAME ISPLLIB
• TLBLA DSN(ISP.IS) – Display only data sets whose names start with the string ISP.IS

Example: Sample output from the TLBLA(ISP.SISP) command

TLBLA DA(ISP.SISP)                                             

 -DDname- -VolSer- Allo Type OP ----------------DataSet Name--------------

 SYSPROC  Z1RES1   SHR       0  ISP.SISPCLIB                   

 SYSEXEC  Z1RES1   SHR       1  ISP.SISPEXEC                   

 ISPEXEC  Z1RES1   SHR       0  ISP.SISPEXEC                   

 ISPPLIB  Z1RES1   SHR       0  ISP.SISPPENU                   

 ISPMLIB  Z1RES1   SHR       0  ISP.SISPMENU                   

 ISPSLIB  Z1RES1   SHR       0  ISP.SISPSENU                   

   +02    Z1RES1   SHR       0  ISP.SISPSLIB                   

 ISPTLIB  Z1RES1   SHR  PO   0  ISP.SISPTENU                   

 ISPILIB  Z1RES4   SHR       0  ISP.SISPSAMP                   

Conclusion: The usage of the TSOPLUS LISTA command should be discontinued and the ISPF DDLIST and TLBLA
commands should be used instead.

Using TSO CLISTs and REXX Execs Efficiently
The following section describes the TSOPLUS CLIST and Exec enhancements:

• TSOPLUS provides various commands and services that enhance the CLIST and REXX exec environment. In
addition, extra functions and optimization are provided for TSO/E Version 1 and for TSO/E Version 2 running under
MVS/XA, where the ESA-provided facilities (VLF-controlled CLISTs and the ALTLIB command) are not provided.
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More than 20 years separate TSO/E V2 and the current TSO/E for z/OS V2.1 environment. In this section, we consider
individual TSOPLUS features in turn and make comments and recommendations with respect to making the conversion
from TSOPLUS to TASKLIB+ as simple and transparent as possible.

TSOPLUS TSOTRACE
One of the most useful tools for debugging TSO CLISTs is a trace which displays each TSO command and CLIST
statement both before and after the substitution of values for symbolic variables. This operation is accomplished using
the LIST, CONLIST, and SYMLIST parameters of the CLIST CONTROL statement. To enable tracing, the CLIST must be
changed to specify these parameters.

TSOPLUS provides the command TSOTRACE that activates full CLIST tracing (LIST, CONLIST, SYMLIST) without
otherwise changing the CLIST. The command TSOTRACE ON|OFF can be executed external to the CLIST to
respectively activate and deactivate tracing. TSOTRACE does not apply to REXX execs since the TSO/E command
EXECUTIL TS|TE provides similar functionality.

TASKLIB+ implements the same functionality as the TSOTRACE command with the following syntax:

TSOCNTL [Q] TON|TOFF

Operands:

• Q – This optional parameter suppresses TSOCNTL confirmation message or messages (Q=QUIET)
• TON – Enable CLIST Trace
• TOFF – Disable CLIST trace

Conclusion: TASKLIB+ uses the identical command syntax in its implementation of the TSOTRACE command to provide
a transparent transition from TSOPLUS.

Universal Variables
The following section describes the TSOPLUS implementation of ‘universal variables’:

• TSOPLUS provides for a new type of CLIST variable, which can be accessed by all TSOPLUS sessions. The setting of
such variables is controlled through the TSOPLUS control address space, and it is possible to change the value that is
assigned to such variables at any time.

TASKLIB+ provides similar functionality with support for two types of Universal Variables (UVs):

• Global UVs which are available to all TSO sessions on a z/OS system.
• Local UVs which are available to all CLISTs and REXXs within an individual TSO session.

Global UVs are defined in the table hlq.CRAISAMP(TLB$TUV). The example that follows shows the default table.

Example: Table of Global Universal Variables

TLB$TUV  TLB#UV FMT=START                                        

         TLB#UV TSOPLUS,'V2R1M0A1'                               

         TLB#UV TLBPLUS,'V2R1M0A1'                               

         TLB#UV FMT=END                                          

You can define your own Global UVs using the following procedure.

Modify hlq.CRAISAMP(TLB$TUV) table to enter your own Global UV(s) as shown in the highlighted example:

TLB$TUV  TLB#UV FMT=START                                        

         TLB#UV TSOPLUS,'V2R1M0A1'                               

         TLB#UV TLBPLUS,'V2R1M0A1'                               

         TLB#UV TLBUSER1,'User-defined value'                    
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         TLB#UV FMT=END

The first parameter of the TLB#UV macro is the name of the Global UV name. The name is limited to eight characters
and must be a valid CLIST or REXX variable name. The second parameter specifies a value within single quotes to be
assigned to this Global UV. The value is limited to 80 characters of any type.

After you save the modified TLB$TUV CSECT, you can assemble and link edit it using the JCL found in
hlq.CRAISAMP(TLBJRUV). The modified load module TLBCNTL replaces the previous version. If TLBCNTL resides in
the LINKLIST, issue the F LLA,REFRESH command to make the updated version available.

To create a Local UV, use the following command:

TSOCNTL [Q] PUT varname varvalue

• varname – Any valid variable name between 1 and 8 characters in length
• varvalue – Value to be assigned to the variable. If you wish to enter a value containing multiple tokens, then place the

value within quotes. The value is saved ASIS, without folding to uppercase.

Example: Create two local universal variables named tlbzos and tlbwhen respectively

"TSOCNTL PUT tlbzos 'z/OS V2.1'           

"TSOCNTL PUT tlbwhen '"Date()"_"Time()"'"

The mentioned commands can be executed from any TSO session or can be placed in a CLIST or REXX exec. The
universal variables can be accessed with the following commands:

SAY '> Retrieve all universal variables'

"TLBCNTL GET"                        

SAY 'TLBZOS  =' tlbzos               

SAY 'TLBWHEN =' tlbwhen              

SAY 'TLBPLUS =' tlbplus              

SAY 'TSOPLUS =' tsoplus  

The following output is displayed:

> Retrieve all global variables 

TLBZOS  = z/OS V2.1             

TLBWHEN = 26 May 2014_00:04:57  

TLBPLUS = V2R1M0A1                  

TSOPLUS = V2R1M0A1

Conclusion: TASKLIB+ implements universal variables in a manner that is similar to TSOPLUS. Since the TSOPLUS
server address space is not active, the creation of universal variables is done by modifying the TLB$TUV CSECT (to
create Global UVs) and by using the TSOCNTL PUT command (to create Local UVs). UVs are retrieved using the
TSOCNTL GET | CHECK command. Existing CLISTs that referenced TSOPLUS universal variables must be revised to
utilize the TASKLIB+ procedures that are described in this section.

TSOCLEAR
The following section describes the TSOPLUS implementation of TSOCLEAR:

• TSOCLEAR is a special command that is used in CLISTs to eliminate the delay (signaled by the "***" familiar to TSO
users) which is normally imposed when a TSO session changes from line mode to full-screen mode. That delay is
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designed to enable the user to inspect all line mode messages before they are overlaid by a full-screen picture, and it
suspends the normal flow of processing until the user presses ENTER.

• In some situations, such as a logon CLIST, the delay may not be wanted. TSOCLEAR is provided so that the delay can
be eliminated in such situations.

• To eliminate the mode-change delay, insert the following command in the CLIST before the first full-screen command:
TSOCLEAR.

By placing TSOCLEAR at the start of the CLIST, before all commands which might produce error messages, you
can ensure that no error messages get lost. If a message or messages are issued after the TSOCLEAR command is
executed, the message or messages are displayed starting at the first line of a new screen display, instead of the full-
screen image.

Conclusion: TASKLIB+ implements the TLBCLEAR command (alias TSOCLEAR) which replicates the functionality of the
TSOCLEAR command of TSOPLUS. You need not change your CLISTs or REXX exec to continue using this feature.

TLBCNTL (Alias TSOCNTL)
TASKLIB+ provides the TLBCNTL command (with an alias of TSOCNTL) to replace the TSOCNTL command of
TSOPLUS.

The TSOCNTL command performs various TASKLIB+ control functions as described in the following table:

Command Description

TLBCNTL INIT Initialize TASKLIB+ in an individual TSO session
TLBCNTL TERM Terminate TASKLIB+ in an individual TSO session
TLBCNTL PUT name value Create Local UV named ‘name’ with ‘value’
TLBCNTL GET Get all UVs and create the variable in the invoking CLIST

or REXX exec
TLBCNTL CHECK Same as TLBCNTL GET for compatibility with TSOPLUS
TLBCNTL [Q] CON|COFF Activate or Deactivate in-core CLIST feature (dummy)
TLBCNTL [Q] AON|AOFF Extended Allocation feature. When AON is specified or

defaulted and ‘***’ is used in the data set name list, every
specified data set is checked to see if it is cataloged.
If not, uncataloged data sets are removed from the
ALLOC command as if they never have been specified.
If AOFF is specified, then data sets are not checked for
allocation and data sets remain in the data set name list
just as in the case of the TSO ALLOC command.

TLBCNTL [Q] BON|BOFF Activate or Deactivate BSAM read optimization (dummy)
TLBCNTL [Q] MON|MOFF Activate or Deactivate in-core member access feature

(dummy)
TLBCNTL [Q] GON|GOFF Activate or Deactivate global CLIST feature (dummy)
TLBCNTL [Q] PON|POFF Activate or Deactivate the SLF feature
TLBCNTL [Q] XON|XOFF Activate or Deactivate the allocation conflict message
TLBCNTL [Q] DEBUG Activate debug mode to investigate TASKLIB+ problems
TLBCNTL [Q] INFO Request TASKLIB+ to issue only informational messages
TLBCNTL [Q] QUIET Request TASKLIB+ to suppress all but error messages
TLBCNTL [Q] TON|TOFF Activate or Deactivate CLIST tracing
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TBLCNTL allows you to dynamically change TASKLIB+ parameters in an individual TSO session of a given user. If you
wish to permanently change default parameters affecting all TSO users, refer to hlq.CRAISAMP data set member TLB
$TPXP, which is an assembler table that contains TASKLIB+ parameter defaults. You can modify these defaults to suit
your needs. Member TLBJRTXP is a JCL with which you can assemble a modified TLB$TPXP table and replace it in the
load module TLBCNTL.

You may find it more convenient to use job TLBJZDP in the hlq.CRAISAMP library to zap default parameters without
having it reassembled and re-linkage edited.

TSO/ISPF and TASKLIB+ Replacements for TSOPLUS Features
This section contains information about TSO/ISPF and TASKLIB+ commands that can replace the respective TSOPLUS
features. The data is presented in the form of correspondence tables that display the TSOPLUS features and usage and
the corresponding TSO/ISPF and TASKLIB+ commands that cover the same functionality.

The following data is presented:

• TSOPLUS commands
• File names (DDNAMEs)
• CLIST and EXEC variables

TSOPLUS Commands
The following table displays the TSOPLUS commands and their TASKLIB+ or TSO/ISPF replacements:

TSOPLUS feature TSOPLUS usage TASKLIB+ substitute TASKLIB+
implementation

TSOCNTL [CHECK] Displays TSOPLUS
version

TSOCNTL [CHECK] Display TASKLIB+
version

TSOCNTL CON|COFF Activate/deactivate the
incore-CLIST feature

N/A N/A

TSOCNTL AON|AOFF Activate / deactivate
the extended allocation
feature

TSOCNTL AON|AOFF Saves current allocation
of DSNAMEs in the
TSOPEXT variable

TSOCNTL BON|BOFF Activate/deactivate the
BSAM read optimization

N/A N/A

TSOCNTL MON|MOFF Activate/deactivate the
incore-member-access
feature

N/A N/A

TSOCNTL GON|GOFF Activate/deactivate the
global CLIST feature

N/A N/A

TSOCNTL PON|POFF Activate/deactivate
the SLF and PLPA
preference feature

TSOCNTL PON|POFF The SLF feature is
implemented but the
PLPA preference feature
is not

TSOCNTL ODA(name|*) Changes the set of active
ODA definitions

Launch Express Implemented with
the Launch Express
‘launchlets’

TSOTRACE ON|OFF Activate/deactivate the
CLIST trace

TSOCNTL TON|TOFF Fully supported feature

TSOLINK prmname
parms

Invokes programs from
the standard search order

CALL *(pgmname) parms Supported by the TSO/
E CALL command
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TSOPLUS feature TSOPLUS usage TASKLIB+ substitute TASKLIB+
implementation

TSOCLEAR Change from line mode
to full screen and clear
screen

TLBCLEAR (alias TSOCLEAR) Fully supported feature

TSOP Access menu for on-
demand applications

— —

TSOP M|ST|O Monitor/status/ODA set
display

— —

TSOBASE Returns from ODA to the
TSO home base

— —

TSONEXT Invokes the next active
ODA

— —

TSOLA ddprefix* [L] Display allocated files
with prefix

TLBLA command Command more flexible
than TSOLA

TSOUL Display ULIST ISPF RefList Supported by ISPF
RefList commands

File Names (DDNAMEs)
The following table displays the file names (DDNAMEs) and their TASKLIB+ or TSO/ISPF replacements:

TSOPLUS feature TSOPLUS usage TASKLIB+ substitute TASKLIB+
Implementation

USRPROC,
odanamePROC

User-specified extensions
to SYSPROC

ALTLIB APPLICATION(CLIST) Supported by the TSO/E
ALTLIB command

STEPLIBX User-specified extension
to STEPLIB

Supported by the TASKLIB
command when ALLOC
DD(STEPLIBX) is issued

Fully supported feature

ODALIB Library of ODA-definition
sets

N/A Launch Express support

CLIST and EXEC Variables
The following table displays the CLIST and EXEC variables and their TASKLIB+ or TSO/ISPF replacements:

TSOPLUS feature TSOPLUS usage TASKLIB+ substitute TASKLIB+
Implementation

&TSOPLUS TSOPLUS version,
release, modification

TLBPLUS (alias TSOPLUS)
variable

Supported by TASKLIB+

&TSOPEXT Data set list before
extended ALLOCATE

&TSOPEXT Supported by TASKLIB+

&TSOPODA Name of current ODA N/A N/A
&TSOPSTPX Authorization status of

STEPLIBX
N/A N/A
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The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.
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